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The Challenge
Great Floors, an Idaho-based flooring retailer with
showrooms across the Northwest United States, has been a
Kontrol client since early 2017 (www.greatfloors.com).
When Great Floors first learned about virtual cards, their
Accounts Payable department was paying most of their
vendors by check. However, because their check payment
process was so resource-intensive, Great Floors’ Chief
Operating Officer Will Osborne was looking to streamline
these logistics. Mr. Osborne wanted to eliminate steps
involved in the management of paper invoices, printing
and signing of paper checks, printing addresses on paper
envelopes, affixing postage, and mailing. These were all time
consuming manual processes. Mr. Osborne felt that there
was a lot of efficiency to be gained in the labor and cost
required to generate and mail these payments.

Virtual Payments are a digital payment alternative
that replaces a paper check. Great Floors started
their effort to convert payments from check to virtual
payments by teaming with Kontrol to implement a
virtual credit card program. Virtual credit cards are
comprised of electronically generated, single-use,
sixteen-digit credit card numbers, with expiration
dates and security codes.

Unparrelled Rewards
They are part of the virtual payments family and
offer unparalleled rewards for their users. Virtual
payments benefit users through increased efficiency
relative to manual check payments.

Increased Security
Virtual payments also offer increased security as
each transaction is secure and limited to a specific
transaction amount.

Available Rebates
Finally, virtual cards generate a rebate which is
granted to the payor for each payment that uses a
virtual card transaction. The efficiency and security
that is introduced into the AP process, as well as
the prospect of a rebate on every payment, made
Great Floors eager to implement Kontrol’s virtual
payment solution.

Chad Clay, COO at Kontrol, explains why virtual payments
delivers increased efficiency to their clients such as Great
Floors. “Virtual payments are a much less expensive method of
payment as compared to check because there is no real dollar
cost, payment generation and distribution takes much less
time, and there is far less labor involved.”

Benefits
Despite the known benefits Great Floors initially had
reservations about going paperless. Will Osborne says he
actually worried that the fees that suppliers encounter when
receiving payments would present a serious roadblock to wide
acceptance across Great Floors’ supplier base.
“I was concerned that our vendors would require a price
increase to offset the fees they pay to accept the virtual
payment”, says Mr. Osborne.

But, he says, “Few-to-none have done so.” This is in part due to
the fact that fees vendors pay to accept a virtual payment are
typically less than what they pay to accept a standard credit
card payment. Suppliers often look at these fees as a reasonable
cost given the convenience, ease of payment, security and the
ability to maintain good relationships with their customers.

Vendor Enrollment Team
In addition to being impressed with the overall process of virtual payments and their
acceptance rate, Mr. Osborne was impressed with Kontrol’s Supplier Enrollment Team. The
supplier enrollment process during Great Floors’ transition to the virtual payment platform
was, “Pretty seamless. Kontrol did a good job of contacting our vendor supplier list and
soliciting participation.”
In addition to skepticism about suppliers’ willingness to accept card payments, some
organizations that are considering adding virtual payments to their payment mix are
worried about the IT component needed to link payment data from their accounting system
with Kontrol’s Payment Platform. However, Kontrol’s clients often find this process to be far
more simple than they originally anticipated that it would be.
Mr. Clay comments that “In spite of some concern that we see about the ease of sharing
payment and reconciliation data, just about every accounting system out there has the
built-in capability to link up with Kontrol’s Payment Platform.”

Mr. Osborne echoes this sentiment when speaking about
Great Floors’ experience, adding that there was no
accounting system integration necessary. Great Floors
created an export payment file to load into Kontrol’s platform.
This work was simple and enhanced the efficiency of Great
Floors’ existing accounting system because, according to Mr.
Osborne,

As a result of Kontrol’s Virtual Payment Program,
Great Floors has earned and continues to earn
rebates for paying a significant portion of their
suppliers.

By comparison, had they continued

to pay all of their suppliers via check or ACH,
they would have missed out on the cost savings

“We were able to simply and easily automate
the data shared between the Kontrol Payment
Platform and our accounting system.”

associated with greater efficiency and they would
have made nothing in rebates.

Perhaps the best description of how successful Great Floors’ transition to virtual
payments has been with Kontrol came from the company’s Accounts Payable lead,
Donna Bush. In a memo to Mr. Osborne, she wrote:

Customer Testimonials
“I just wanted to tell you that the Kontrol Program is going very
smooth and [we] are loving the quick, easy process. I have also had
positive feedback from many of the suppliers. It is a quick, easy
process that is saving us lots of time. We simply sort our invoices
into suppliers, run the pre-check, match the invoices for accuracy,
then submit and we are done. So much time saved on not having to
stand there while checks print, wait for them to be signed, stuffing
checks in envelopes, and mailing them – much less the postage we
are saving. It is so user-friendly and easy. I think it has been a great
move and time saver for AP.”
- Donna Bush, Accounts Payable Lead
To echo Ms. Bush’s sentiments, Mr. Osborne adds “It’s nice not having to process so
many checks.” A year after implementing virtual payments, “We have achieved a level
of efficiency that has significantly improved the operations of the department.”

